This paper deals with order identification for Markov chains with Markov regime (abbreviated to MCMR model) in the context of finite alphabets. A MCMR process is a process such that, conditionally on some hidden Markov chain, the observations are distributed according to an inhomogeneous Markov chain, whose distribution depends only on the corresponding hidden state and some past observations. We define the joint order of a MCMR process in terms of the number k of states of the hidden Markov chain and the memory m of the conditional Markov chain.
Introduction
This paper is devoted to an order identification problem in a framework where this issue has never been addressed before. We are precisely interested in order identification for Markov chains with Markov regime (abbreviated to MCMR models). Before defining properly what a MCMR process is, we want to emphasize that its order is expressed in terms of two structural parameters, namely the number k of hidden states of an hidden chain and the memory m of a conditional process. This is in stark contrast with classical order identification problems, where the order often reduces to a single integer (the particular case of ARMA processes is discussed below).
Methods of order identification in the spirit of the seminal papers of Mallows (1973) ; Akaike (1974) ; Rissanen (1978) ; Schwarz (1978) (all of them are concerned by model selection, a different but related issue) have been studied during the two last decades. We show here how simple adaptations of classical methods based on penalized maximum likelihood or on a Bayesian approach yield interesting results in the present framework.
Statistical framework
Let us describe the model and notations. Let X = {1, . . . , k} and Y = {1, . . . , r} be two finite state sets and m ∈ N be some integer. The set Π k,m denotes the set of all probability measures P on (X × Y) N such that, for all n ∈ N and (x 
where the n-tuples (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and (y 1 , . . . , y n ) are denoted by x n 1 and y n 1 ; µ X and µ Y,m are probability measures respectively on X and Y m ; matrix A = (a(i, j)) 1≤i,j≤k is a transition matrix on X and for all fixed (x, y Consider a process {X j , Y j } j≥1 on (X × Y) N with distribution P in Π k,m . Process {X j } j≥1 is then a Markov chain on X with initial distribution µ X and transition matrix A. Besides, conditionally on {X j } j≥1 , process {Y j } j≥1 is a MC(m) process (that is, a Markov chain with memory m) with initial distribution µ Y,m , the conditional distribution of Y s depending on {X j } j≥1 only through X s .
Let us denote M 1 (X ) and M 1 (Y m ) the sets of probability measures on X and Y m respectively. The set Π k,m is naturally parametrized by If the process {X j , Y j } j≥1 is stationary, then its distribution is denoted by P θ in order to remind that the initial probability µ X ⊗ µ Y,m is fixed and corresponds to the stationary measure π The parameter θ ∈ Θ k,m is said to be ergodic if the stationary process generated by P θ is ergodic. Two subsets of Θ k,m will play a central role in this study: the subsets Θ As proved in Leroux (1992) , the following inclusions hold: We observe the n first values of a process {Y j } j≥1 whose distribution is the marginal onto Y N of P θ 0 , which is assumed stationary, ergodic and belongs to Π k 0 ,m 0 e for some unknown (k 0 , m 0 ) ∈ N × N. In other words, it is assumed that there exists a hidden stationary process {X j } j≥1 such that the complete process
. When there is no ambiguity, P θ 0 will abbreviate to P 0 . In this setup, the cardinality r of the observed alphabet is known. The number of hidden states k 0 and the memory m 0 of the conditional observed process are to be estimated using the observations Y n 1 when n grows to infinity. Thus, this study fits in the general framework of order estimation.
Order estimation
Markov chains with Markov regime are a generalization of hidden Markov models (HMM) in which, conditionally on the hidden process, the observations are independent (i.e. m = 0). HMM and their generalizations are widely used in practical applications among which genomics (Durbin et al., 1998; Churchill, 1989; Koski, 2001; Muri, 1997) , econometrics (Kim et al., 1998) , speech recognition (Juang and Rabiner, 1991) . Various examples of applications can be found in the monograph by MacDonald and Zucchini (1997) . We refer to the tutorial of Ephraim and Merhav (2002) for a recent and comprehensive overview on the subject.
When the order of the HMM is a priori known, inference on the parameters has been investigated to a great extent, beginning with the work of Baum and Petrie (1966) to the most recent results obtained by Douc et al. (2004) . Though, in many applications where HMM are used as a modeling device, there is no clear indication about a good choice for the order of the model. So, the estimation of the order is a crucial issue, for even consistency may fail to hold in a wrong model.
Order estimation is an important statistical problem, whose essence is the estimation of the dimension of a model. Order estimation is a peculiar instance of risk bound model selection, a widely studied problem (see among many others Barron et al. (1999) ). Indeed, order estimation correspond to the loss function which equals 1 unless if the considered order is the true one, in which case the loss is 0. The issues of interest are
• consistency: does our estimator eventually choose the true model almost surely? • underestimation efficiency: how fast does decay the probability of choosing a model whose order is less than the true one? • overestimation efficiency: how fast does decay the probability of choosing a model whose order is greater than the true one?
In the literature, prior bounds on the true order may or may not be used to obtain consistency results. As for the rates of underestimation and overestimation, they are known to possibly decay exponentially with respect to a power (between 0 and 1) of the number n of observations (as proved for instance in Chambaz (2004) in an independent and identically distributed setting).
There is a great amount of literature dedicated to the general problem of order estimation, but none of those previous works concerns joint order estimation in discrete autoregressive models with Markov regime. Nonetheless, this issue is strongly related to a similar problem we now focus on: order estimation applied to HMM, where the order is the minimal number of hidden states. The reader may find a comprehensive state-of-the-art and perspective in Gassiat and Boucheron (2005) (links between order estimation problems in Markov models and in HMM are also presented).
One of the most recent work on the HMM order estimation problem is the one of Gassiat and Boucheron (2003) from which our approach draws its inspiration. In this paper, the authors estimate the number of hidden states in a HMM resorting to classical code-based estimators, namely some penalized maximum likelihood and Krichevsky-Trofimov mixture estimators. Almost sure consistency without prior bound on the order is proved. An optimal underestimation rate is derived and shown to be achieved. As for overestimation, they prove that its rate is necessarily slower than exponential in n for any consistent estimator.
Another completely different approach is given by MacKay (2002) , where a penalized minimum distance method is used to give a consistent estimation procedure of the order. The process {Y j } j≥1 is not necessarily finitely valued. The author assumes either a known a priori upper bound on the order, or that the true parameters {θ 0 j } j are different. The form of the penalty is interesting: it penalizes not only large models (i.e. with large k) but also models with some states having a small stationary probability π X θ (j). In this work, efficiency issues are not raised.
Earlier works on this subject must be mentioned. Finesso (1991) first probed the estimation of the order of an HMM by analogy with the Markov chain order estimation problem (in that framework, the order is the minimal memory of the process). He established the consistency of a penalized maximum likelihood estimator under the assumption that the true order is bounded by some known prior constant and gave an upper bound for the growth rate of the maximum likelihood ratio (see also Baras and Finesso (1992) ). Liu and Narayan (1994) studied the Krichevsky-Trofimov mixture (Krichevsky and Trofimov, 1981) estimator in the HMM framework. They proved its consistency (still under the assumption of known prior bound) and showed that the probability of underestimation asymptotically decays exponentially in n, whereas the probability of overestimation does not exceed O(n −3 ). Rydén (1995) considered penalized maximum likelihood estimation (in the context of non necessarily finitely valued observations) and proved, through a statistical approach, that his estimator does not asymptotically underestimate the order.
More recently, Khudanpur and Narayan (2002) studied a special HMM (more precisely, renewal processes) without any prior bound on the order, established the consistency of their estimator and studied the corresponding error exponents.
A practical approach to the problem of order estimation in HMM is provided by the reversible jump MCMC algorithm introduced by Green (1995) and used in the HMM context by Robert et al. (2000) . This algorithm estimates the parameters of a HMM without specifying its order (only a prior bound on it). This Bayesian approach strongly relies on the choice of the prior (which corresponds to a penalty term). There is no result about the convergence of such an algorithm. Moreover, and specially in a genomic context (see for example Boys and Henderson (2001) ), the very large size of the parameters sets to explore prevents from the use of non informative priors, as noted in Nicolas (2003) .
Identifiability issue for Markov chains with Markov regime
One of the interesting problems raised by HMM modeling is the question of identifiability: when do two different Markov chains generate the same stochastic process? This question first raised by Blackwell and Koopmans (1957) can be solved for HMM using linear algebra (see Ito et al. (1992); Finesso (1991) ).
To our knowledge, such a complete solution does not exist in the context of MCMR models. As an immediate consequence, the definition of the order in this context has to be clarified.
In the convenient case where each model M α is characterized by α ∈ N, the order of the distribution P 0 of the observations is the smallest α such that P 0 ∈ M α (in the HMM example, M α is the set of all the distributions of hidden Markov models with α hidden states). This definition is motivated by the will to guarantee that the statistician is looking for the most economical representation of the process (the number of parameters required for its description is minimized).
In contrast, the definition of the order may be more involved when the above notion of minimality does not have a natural meaning anymore. Two examples follow.
First, order identification for autoregressive moving average ARMA(p, q) models is a well-known example where the structural parameter is bivariate (see for example Hannan (1980) ; Pötscher (1990) ). Nevertheless, this problem is very different from the one studied here because there exists a minimal representation (p 0 , q 0 ) thus defined as the true one. Indeed, the spectral density of an ARMA process admits a unique representation of the form λ → (2π) −1 |Q/P (e −iλ )| 2 where P and Q are polynomial functions with no common factors, P (z) = 0, for all |z| ≤ 1 and Q(z) = 0, for all |z| < 1. Then the true order of the ARMA process is defined as the couple (p 0 , q 0 ) of degrees of the polynomials P and Q respectively. Moreover, the problem reduces in fact to a one-dimensional one, since it is equivalent to the estimation of r 0 = max(p 0 , q 0 ) (the McMillan degree of the system) which is the smallest integer r such that the process is an ARMA(r, r).
Second, when dealing with model selection for context trees, the order to be selected is a tree. However, there exists a natural ordering (given by the inclusion) which is not a total ordering. Csiszár and Talata (2004) establish the consistency of both penalized (with BIC penalization) maximum likelihood and minimum description length (MDL) procedures.
In the setting of Markov chains with Markov regime, particular problems arise while trying to define an order.
First, it may exist integers k 1 < k 2 and m 1 > m 2 and a probability P ∈ Π k 1 ,m 1 ∩ Π k 2 ,m 2 such that P does not belong to the smaller set Π k 1 ,m 2 . In this case, which order should be preferred between (k 1 , m 1 ) and (k 2 , m 2 )? For instance, if P ∈ Π k,m , then one readily verifies that P ∈ Π kr m ,0 . Indeed, the process {X j , Y j j−m+1 } j≥m−1 can play the role of a hidden Markov chain on the state space X × Y m of cardinality kr m . Besides, this hidden process can obviously "emit" the observation Y t thanks to the sole current state of the hidden process (X t , Y t t−m+1 ). Hence, the conditional process is an MC(0). Nevertheless, P does not in general belong to the minimal set Π k,0 .
Second, for practical applications, one can always fit the distribution of the n observations with a model characterized by k = 1 hidden state and a memory m equal to n.
So, we decide to rely on the point of view of minimizing the number of parameters in order to determine which of the representations is preferred between two possible ones: among all the sets Π k,m e such that the distribution of interest P 0 belongs to Π k,m e , the one with minimal number of parameters is chosen.
Let us denote by N (k, m) the number of parameters required to describe an element of Θ k,m :
(dim stands for the dimension).
This choice induces an ordering onto the set N ×N. Moreover, a choice is made between parameters k and m in order to get a total ordering onto N × N, which is denoted by ≺.
Note that all the results remain valid when using m instead of k to get a total ordering. In practical applications, this choice has no consequences because there rarely exist two different solutions in N ×N to the equation N (k, m) = c (for some fixed integer c).
In the following, a b means b≺a and a b means (a≺b or a = b).
We are now able to define the true order of a probability P 0 belonging to
Organization of the paper
In Section 2, the three different estimators studied in this paper are introduced. Their strong consistency is established in two steps in Section 3: Section 3.1 is dedicated to overestimation and Section 3.2 to underestimation. Proofs follow the results, except for technical ones which are postponed to Appendices A and B. Efficiency issues are raised in Section 4.
Three estimators
The general form of our estimators writes as
where Q k,m is a (coding) measure on Y n and pen(n, k, m) is a penalty term. Three different coding measures will be considered, namely:
• the Krichevsky-Trofimov measure (denoted by KT k,m ), which will yield a penalized maximum a posteriori estimator in a Bayesian setup;
• the normalized maximum likelihood measure (denoted by NML k,m ), which will yield a penalized maximum likelihood estimator; • the maximum likelihood measure (denoted by ML k,m ), which will yield another penalized maximum likelihood estimator.
Their definitions follow.
The Krichevsky-Trofimov coding measure
The Krichevsky-Trofimov coding measure was first introduced by Krichevsky and Trofimov (1981) and studied by Davisson et al. (1981) and Shtar'kov (1988) in the context of universal data compression. It was later on used in a context of order estimation in Liu and Narayan (1994) ; Gassiat and Boucheron (2003) (see also Gassiat and Boucheron (2005) ).
Let s ∈ N and {α i } 1≤i≤s be positive numbers. Let us recall that the Dirichlet probability measure Dir(α 1 , . . . , α s ) is the distribution on the simplex of R s (endowed with its Borel σ-field) given by the density on R
where
The Dirichlet probability measure yields a prior on the parameter set Θ k,m (endowed with its Borel σ-field as a subset of R N (k,m) ). We shall be interested in ν k,m , the probability measure on Θ k,m defined as the independent product of k independent Dirichlet priors Dir(1/2, . . . , 1/2) on the simplex of R k with kr m independent Dirichlet priors Dir(1/2, . . . , 1/2) on the simplex of R r .
More precisely, the density ν k,m (θ) of the probability measure ν k,m on Θ
Now, the Krichevsky-Trofimov mixture can be introduced. It is the probability measure on (X × Y) N whose marginals on (X × Y) n (all n ∈ N ) are characterized by their densities
whereμ X andμ Y,m are the uniform distributions on X and Y m , respectively. Finally, Definition 3 The Krichevsky-Trofimov coding probability KT k,m is the marginal on Y N of the probability measure defined by the densities (6).
The (normalized) maximum likelihood coding measures
Let us now define the maximum likelihood and the normalized likelihood coding measures.
Definition 4
The maximum likelihood coding measure ML k,m is defined on Y N by its marginals
for all n ∈ N and y
Let us denote by C(n, k, m) the normalizing constant
Definition 5 The normalized maximum likelihood coding probability NML k,m is defined on Y N by its marginals
for all n ∈ N and y n 1 ∈ Y n .
Consistency issue
This section is dedicated to the statement and proof of the main consistency result.
with true order (k 0 , m 0 ). Let observations {Y j } 1≤j≤n be a stationary process drawn from the marginal of P 0 on Y n .
Let us denote by ϕ an increasing function which maps (N × N, ≺) to N. Let us choose α > 1 and introduce, for all n ∈ N , k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0,
Let ( k, m) n be defined by (4), where Q k,m is one of the three coding measures KT k,m or ML k,m or NML k,m on Y n .
• If Q k,m = NML k,m or KT k,m , then let us choose
Put in other words, ( k, m) n does not overestimate, nor underestimate the true order (k 0 , m 0 ) eventually, P 0 -almost surely. The proof is naturally divided accordingly: overestimation is considered in Section 3.1 and underestimation in Section 3.2.
No overestimation
In this section, we prove that, P 0 -almost surely, ( k, m) n does not overestimate the true order (k 0 , m 0 ) eventually. Besides, a rate of decrease to zero of the overestimation probability is also obtained.
Proposition 1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, P 0 -almost surely, estimator ( k, m) n (k 0 , m 0 ) eventually. Moreover,
It will be argued in Section 4 that the O(n −α ) decrease to zero of the overestimation probability is satisfactory. The proof of Proposition 1 heavily relies on the following lemma.
Lemma 1
Lemma 1 is a combination of results which essentially go back to Shtar'kov (1988) and Davisson et al. (1981) . Earlier versions of Lemma 1 were the core of the study of overestimation in Liu and Narayan (1994, Lemma 3.4) and later Gassiat and Boucheron (2003, Lemma 8) . Our proof (postponed to Appendix A.1) is similar to the proof that Liu and Narayan proposed for their version of the lemma, following Shtar'kov (1988); Davisson et al. (1981) .
Applying Lemma 1 allows to control the distribution of ( k, m) n under P 0 with respect to the dimensions of the involved models. More precisely, Proposition 2 Let us suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Let us set k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0.
•
Proof of Proposition 2 Let us fix k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0. Let Q k,m be the probability measure NML k,m or KT k,m . Using Definition (4) of ( k, m) n and Lemma 1 implies that
, we may use that − log ML k 0 ,m 0 (y n 1 ) ≤ − log P 0 (y n 1 ), hence denoting by 1l{A} the function equal to 1 on the set A and 0 otherwise, we have,
This is the expected result, since Q k,m is a probability measure.
Let us assume now that Q k,m = ML k,m . Similarly,
Using the bound ML k,m (y n 1 ) ≤ KT k,m (y n 1 ) exp{N (k, m)/2 · log n + τ (n, k, m)} given by Lemma 1 yields the expected result. Thus, the proof is complete.
The proof of Proposition 1 is now at hand.
Proof of Proposition 1 Let us denote by
By virtue of the Borel-Cantelli lemma, it is sufficient to prove that the sum n≥1 P 0 (A n ) is finite in order to conclude that overestimation eventually does not occur, P 0 -almost surely.
Let us assume that Q k,m =NML k,m or KT k,m (the very similar proof in the case Q k,m equal to ML k,m is omitted). Then, if C 0 bounds the sequence
Here, Proposition 2 and N (k, m) ≥ N (k 0 , m 0 ) (for all (k, m) (k 0 , m 0 )) yield Inequality (a) and Inequality (b) follows from the definition of the penalty term (note that the second sum may be empty). Now ϕ : N × N → N increases, hence
which finally leads to
Since α > 1, n P 0 {A n } is finite, and the proof is complete.
No underestimation
In this section, we prove that, P 0 -almost surely, ( k, m) n does not underestimate the true order (k 0 , m 0 ) eventually.
Proposition 3 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, P 0 -almost surely, esti-
The first step while proving Proposition 3 is to relate the distribution of ( k, m) n with the behaviour of the logarithm of the maximum likelihood ratio
. This is the purpose of Lemma 2, whose proof is postponed to Appendix B.1. From now on, infinitely often abbreviates to i.o..
Lemma 2 Let us assume that the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Then, for every k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0, there exists a sequence {ε n } of random variables that converges to zero P 0 -almost surely such that, for all n ≥ 1,
Now, Proposition 3 essentially relies on two properties:
• the existence of a convenient Strong Law of Large Numbers for logarithms of likelihood ratios, in the spirit of the Shannon-Breiman-McMillan Theorem -see Lemma 3; • the existence of a finite sieve for the set Π k,m e , the set of all ergodic distributions in Π k,m -see Lemma 4.
Some basic definitions are needed before stating the first lemma.
Let P 1 and P 2 be two probability measures on the same measurable space (Ω, A). Let us recall that, if P 1 is absolutely continuous with respect to P 2 , then the relative entropy D(P 1 |P 2 ) of P 1 with respect to P 2 is defined by
Otherwise, D(P 1 |P 2 ) = +∞ by definition. Now, let P 1 and P 2 be two probability measures on the same sequence space (Ω N , A N ). Their respective marginals onto (Ω n , A n ) are denoted by P n 1 and P n 2 , respectively. If the following limit exists, then it is by definition the asymptotic relative entropy D ∞ (P 1 |P 2 ) of P 1 with respect to P 2 :
Lemma 3 (Shannon-Breiman-McMillan) Let the process {Y j } j≥1 be stationary with distribution P 0 belonging to ∪ k≥1,m≥0 Π k,m e . For all k ≥ 1, m ≥ 0 and every θ ∈ Θ k,m e , the divergence rate D ∞ (P 0 |P θ ) exists and is finite. Moreover, P 0 -almost surely,
We omit the proof of Lemma 3, which is a generalization of a similar classical theorem that holds for hidden Markov models Finesso (1991) ; Leroux (1992) ; Boucheron (2003, 2005) . Lemma 3 notably ensures the existence of D ∞ (P 1 |P 2 ) for stationary distributions P 1 and P 2 belonging to ∪ k≥1,m≥0 Π k,m e .
Let us state now Lemma 4 (see Appendix B.2 for its proof).
Lemma 4 Let us set k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0. For every ε > 0, there exist δ > 0 and a finite set of stationary probabilities {P i } i∈Iε included in Π k,m δ such that, for all (stationary) P θ ∈ Π k,m e , there exists P i (i ∈ I ε ) which guarantees that:
Lemma 4 is a key for replacing the term log P θ in the left-hand side of Equation (8) Proof of Proposition 3 Let us set ε > 0 such that
Such an ε exists according to a result (whose generalization is easy and omitted in our framework) first obtained by Kieffer (1993, Propositions 1 and 2).
Let us choose arbitrarily (k, m)≺(k 0 , m 0 ) and prove that
According to Lemma 2, there exists a sequence {ε n } of random variables that converges to zero P 0 -almost surely such that
Now, Lemma 4 guarantees the existence of a finite set {P i } i∈I k,m ε of stationary probability measures which belong to Π
Finally, Lemma 3 yields the convergence of n
Since (k, m)≺(k 0 , m 0 ) was chosen arbitrarily, the previous equation implies that
or, put in other words, that P 0 -almost surely, ( k, m) n (k 0 , m 0 ) eventually. Thus, the proof is complete.
Efficiency issue
This section is devoted to the efficiency issue. The first result is classical in the order estimation literature. It is usually presented as a version of the Stein Lemma (Bahadur et al., 1980 , Theorem 2.1). Proposition 4 is given without proof (minor changes in the proof of (Gassiat and Boucheron, 2003 , Theorem 3) yield the result).
with true order (k 0 , m 0 ). Let {Y j } 1≤j≤n be a stationary process drawn from the marginal of some
Let us denote by T n ∈ N × N any order estimator based on the observations Y n 1 .
Overestimation. If for every
We emphasize that Proposition 4 applies to various order estimators, including the three estimators particularly studied in this paper. The conclusion of Proposition 4 is twofold:
• If estimator T n almost surely does not underestimate the order eventually (for instance if T n is consistent), then its overestimation rate, that is P 0 {T n (k 0 , m 0 )}, is necessarily slower than exponential in n.
• If estimator T n almost surely does not overestimate the order eventually (for instance if T n is consistent), then its underestimation rate, that is P 0 {T n ≺(k 0 , m 0 )}, can possibly be exponential in n. Besides, a bound for the underestimation error exponent is provided, namely the positive minimum (for all (k, m)≺(k 0 , m 0 )) of the infimum (for θ ranging over Θ k,m e ) of D ∞ (P θ |P 0 ) (P θ is implicitly stationary). Accordingly, the result of Proposition 1 is satisfactory, since it is proved that the overestimation rate can decay like any power of n at the cost of an increase of the penalty term.
Concerning the underestimation rate, the main difficulty is to prove that the exponent is non trivial.
In fact, let us fix ε > 0. Combining a result similar to Lemma 2 (with removed "i.o.") with the sieves constructed in Lemma 4 leads to the bound
where each I k,m ε is a finite set and {ε n } is a sequence of random variables that converges to zero in P 0 -probability. Defining for all
Now, a simple use of the Markov Inequality gives that for all t ∈ R and α > 0,
Denoting by
which is minus the Legendre transform of Λ i at −ε/2. Finally,
Usually, the choice of ε < min (k,m)≺(k 0 ,m 0 ) min i∈I k,m ε D ∞ (P 0 |P i ) (like in the beginning of the proof of Proposition 3) ensures that the right-hand term in the inequality above is negative. Unfortunately, we did not manage to prove this last statement in our framework.
A Overestimation proofs

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1
The lemma is a consequence of the following inequalities:
(A.1) The leftmost inequality in (A.1) is easily obtained since, for any choice of
The central inequality in (A.1) was proved by Shtar'kov Shtar'kov (1988) . It is straightforward:
Let us prove now that the rightmost inequality in (A.1) is valid. This generalizes Theorem 19 of Csiszár Csiszár and Shields (2004) . The proof is adapted from the ones in Davisson et al. (1981) ; Csiszár and Shields (2004) ; Liu and Narayan (1994) ; Gassiat and Boucheron (2003) .
Recall that the Krichevsky-Trofimov mixture (6) is obtained by considering uniform distribution for the initial law on X . Let us denote by KT k,m (·|x 0 ) and P θ (·|x 0 ) the distribution of Y n 1 conditionally on X 0 = x 0 under the Krichevsky-Trofimov mixture and P θ respectively. Then
, where x 0 is chosen as argmax x∈X P θ (y n 1 |x). Now,
Thus, it sufficient to prove that
According to Lemma 5 of Section A.2 (whose proof is rather technical), the left-hand side of (A.2) satisfies (recall that Γ(z) = ∞ 0 x z−1 e −x dx for every positive z) the following bound:
The proof will be complete when it is proved that the right-hand side of the inequality above is bounded by 1 2 N (k, m) log n + τ (m, k, m) − log k − m log r. This is a straightforward consequence of the Robbins-Stirling approximation for the factorial, which guarantees that, for every positive number z,
A.2 Proof of Lemma 1, continued: Inequality (A.3) is valid
The proof of Lemma 1 relies on Inequality (A.3), which is stated in Lemma 5.
Lemma 5 For every n ∈ N , k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0, the bound below holds:
Technical Lemma 6 will be needed while showing Lemma 5. The proof of Lemma 6 is a simple generalization of a result obtained by Davisson et al. (Davisson et al. (1981) , Equations (52)- (61)) and is then omitted.
Lemma 6 For all , p ∈ N , for every p-tuple of integers (N ij ) 1≤i≤ ,1≤j≤p with p j=1 N ij = N i ≤ N for all i = 1, . . . , , the following bound holds:
Proof of Lemma 5 Let us set n ∈ N and x ∈ X , x n 1 ∈ X n , y n 1 ∈ Y n , θ 0 ∈ Θ k,m . For all t ∈ Y, t m ∈ Y m and j ∈ X , let us denote by
(The dependency on (x n 1 , y n 1 ) of N t m ,j,t and N t m ,j is omitted.)
On the one hand, the definition (1) of P θ 0 readily yields that 
Therefore, combining Equalities (A.5) with (A.6), then with Inequality (A.4) imply that
.
A slight change of notation helps here. Let us denote by i ranging from 1 to kr m the index (t m , j) that ranges over Y m × X . The previous formula now conveniently writes as:
Finally, applying Lemma 6 yields:
Similarly, the bound below also holds:
and the proof can now be completed. Indeed:
B Underestimation proofs
B.1 Proof of Lemma 2
Let us set k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0.
The proof is straightforward when Q k,m = ML k,m . Indeed,
Let us assume that Q k,m = NML k,m or KT k,m . Since pen(n, k, m) is non negative, the definition of ( k, m) n readily yields that
Then, by virtue of Lemma 1, it holds that:
Besides, copying the proof of Finesso (Finesso (1991) , Theorem 4.4.1) also yields that, P 0 -almost surely, lim inf
[Let us give the details of this proof for the sake of completeness. Denoting by A n the set hence n P 0 {A n } is finite. The Borel-Cantelli lemma finally implies that probability P 0 {A n i.o.} = 0, or in other words that lim sup n (log n) −1 log Q k,m (y n 1 ) P 0 (y n 1 ) ≤ 2, P 0 -almost surely. This completes the proof of Finesso and yields Equation (B.3).] Now, combining Equations (B.1,B.2,B.3) with pen(n, k, m) = o(n) ensures the existence of a sequence {ε n } of random variables that converge to zero P 0 -almost surely such that
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.
B.2 Proof of Lemma 4 for the existence of finite sieves
Let us set k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0 and recall that the cardinality of Y is denoted by r. The proof of Lemma 4 is a straightforward consequence of the two lemmas below.
Lemma 7 For all δ > 0, the set of functions θ → P θ (y such that, for all n ∈ N and y n 1 ∈ Y n , the following bound holds:
Lemma 7 is a simple generalization of a result of Liu and Narayan (Liu and Narayan (1994) , Lemma 2.6), so we omit its proof. The proof of Lemma 8 is also adapted from Liu and Narayan (1994) For each row i ∈ {1, . . . , k} of matrix A, replace the maximal coefficient a(i, j max ) by a(i, j max )−(k−1)δ, then add δ to the other coefficients of this row. This yields the new parameter A δ . Moreover, for each fixed "row" (t m ; x) ∈ Y m × X , replace the maximal coefficient of matrix B, namely b(j max |t m ; x), by b(j max |t m ; x) − (r − 1)δ, then add δ to the other coefficients.
It is easily checked that the constructed parameter θ δ = (A δ , B δ ) belongs to Θ k,m δ for δ ≤ 1/ max(k 2 , r 2 ). Besides, it is also readily seen that, for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and (t m ; x) ∈ Y m × X , a(i; j) ≤ a δ (i; j) (1 − k 2 δ) ,
Therefore, for all n ∈ N and y n 1 ∈ Y n , P θ (y n 1 ) ≤ P θ δ (y n 1 )(1 − k 2 δ) −n (1 − r 2 δ) −n , hence 1 n [log P θ (y n 1 ) − log P θ δ (y n 1 )] ≤ − log(1 − k 2 δ) − log(1 − r 2 δ).
This concludes the proof, because − log(1 − u) ≤ 2u for any u small enough.
